INTRODUCTION
"There may have been a time when preservation was about saving an old building here and there, but those days are gone. Preservation is in the business of saving communities and the values they embody."
[vol. 10
The twin movements of sustainability and historic preservation emerged in the late twentieth century with agendas for conservation in the natural and built environment. While historic preservation sought to preserve a physical and aesthetic link to the past, 2 sustainable building sought to preserve the future of the world's natural resources. 3 Despite the "profound overlap" of the preservation-through-reuse concept, sustainable building proponents and historic preservationists (preservationists) have diverged into the opposing sides of energy versus history. 4 Through early lobbying success, historic preservation was bolstered by a multi-level legal framework, creating the single greatest restriction on private property ownership rights: the local historic preservation ordinance. 5 However, the preservationist's tools, including the local ordinance, guidelines of the Secretary of the Interior, and the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), have placed a policy premium on historic materials at the cost of resource efficiency. Yet the preservation of history and the preservation of natural resources are not, and should not be, mutually exclusive. As a result, this article will address the policies of historic preservation and sustainable building to show that sustainable building practices and historic preservation can coalesce to affect the goals of preservation in the built and natural environment through the practice of sustainable rehabilitation.
The purpose of this article is to propose the practice of sustainable rehabilitation through a revised policy of preservation. First, the article will provide an introduction to historic preservation and the impetus for the emerging policy of protecting the built environment. Second, the article will summarize the "multitiered" legal basis for preservation efforts, including the seminal U.S. Supreme Court decision in Penn Central Transportation Co. v. New York City (Penn Central). 6 Third, the article Law for their work on this article; and the City of Burlington, Vermont for inspiring interest in preservation and sustainability. will provide an analysis of the federal standards, which the multitiered players reference for project approval and tax incentives. Finally, the article will discuss the policy of sustainable building and the practices that can be incorporated into historic preservation efforts to create a prevailing policy of sustainable rehabilitation.
Originating as a movement to preserve our physical link to the past, historic preservation has become one of the most powerful restrictions on the private property right of possession and control. 7 Although changing policies, post-Vietnam guilt, and bicentennial-era patriotism fueled pride in our nation's heritage, 8 the economy of the 1970s created a practical need to preserve our past: simply, it cost less to rehabilitate an older building than to construct a new one. 9 Thirty years later, the nation faces another practical need: preservation of energy resources for future generations. 10 The impact of buildings on the natural environment and resources is substantial.
11 According to a report by the U.S. Green Building Council, "the built environment accounts for approximately one-third of all energy, water, and materials consumption and generates similar proportions of pollution." 12 In the past decade, the recognition of the environmental effects of the built environment on the natural environment and the world's resources has resulted in "high-performance green-building [ 
A. The Social Basis for Historic Preservation Law and Policy
Conceptually, historic preservation has been part of our nation's vernacular since the formation of the Mount Vernon Ladies' Association of the Union (MVLA) in 1853 to save George Washington's degenerating Mount Vernon estate. 16 Created out of national patriotism, the catalyst behind the formation of the MVLA elicited the touchstone question for the succeeding century of historic preservation: Did Washington sleep here? 17 However, the preservation movement that emerged during the late 1960s and the 1970s localized and nominated historic classification to expand deserving properties.
The social climate of the 1970s, post-war guilt, bicentennial-era patriotic healing, environmental social activism, and economic recession were the impetuses for America's "restoration and preservation boom."
18
Earlier preservation efforts were limited to historical landmarks and patriots' residences, fating historic yet anonymous locations to deconstruction "under the guise of progress."
19 While the earlier American habit related to American tradition of focusing on opportunism, not preservation, the recognition in the 1970s of the value of preserving the physical and aesthetic link to the past created the dichotomy of preserving the past while moving towards the future.
20
The historic preservation movement that emerged during the 1970s recognized that our nation's past "is integral to our future. past, they also preserve earlier expectations for our nation's progress. 22 In an era of "increasing cultural homogeneity," the organizations and people that fueled the resurgence of preservation wanted to honor the art, education, history, and nostalgia of days-gone-by through a broader touchstone question: How did ordinary people live? 23 As the protection of the physical and aesthetic environment took on local historic character (as opposed to the previous national question of significance) the "historic preservation ordinance has evolved as a legitimate governmental tool for the protection of individual landmarks and entire historic neighborhoods."
24

B. Defining Historic Preservation
As this article has previously noted, historic preservation was originally a hobby of architects and not a legally supported public policy. 25 Therefore, it is beneficial to define a number of architectural terms, which identify various historic preservation efforts. For the purposes of this article, and a baseline understanding of historic preservation, there are four primary terms which define historic preservation efforts: preservation, restoration, reconstruction, and rehabilitation. The similarity and commonality of the terms creates a tendency to use them interchangeably; however, the purpose of the preservation efforts and zoning regulations will dictate the specific term.
Preservation is defined as an act of maintaining a landmark or district without considerable modification to the original or current condition. 26 Ultimately, preservation is defined by the form it takes, which includes: restoration, the process of restoring property to its original condition; reconstruction, the process of replicating a historic structure; or rehabilitation, the process of adapting the use of property for a new purpose. 27 The primary focus of this article is the act of rehabilitation or adaptive use. In addition to adapting the use for a new purpose, rehabilitation also includes the act of modifying a property to update its utility. 28 The concept of updated utility encompasses a broad scope of modifications ranging from the addition of solar panels and energy-efficient 22 In particular, the Secretary of the Interior defines rehabilitation as "the process of returning a property to a state of utility, through repair or alteration, which makes possible an efficient contemporary use while preserving those portions or features of the property which are significant to its historic, architectural, and cultural values." 30 This definition is not at odds with the principle purposes of sustainable building practices; however, Part II of this article will show that the standards set forth by the Secretary of the Interior unnecessarily hinder widespread incorporation of sustainable practices.
31
C. The Legal Basis for Historic Preservation Law and Policy
This section will discuss the multitiered legal basis for historic preservation, defined by the interplay between national, state, and local governments who guard the nation's historic resources. 32 While the federal government's role in historic preservation can be traced to the Antiquities Act of 1906, the multitiered relationship, which defines modern historic preservation, did not take form until the historic preservation movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s. 33 The current federal law that grew out of the historic preservation movement is responsible for both changing courts' perspective on the legal legitimacy of aesthetic property regulations and New additions, exterior alterations or related new construction will not destroy historic materials, features and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work will be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its environment. 36 C.F.R. § 68.3(b)(9) (2008). The Standards for Rehabilitation also provide that: "New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired." 36 C.F.R. § 68.3(b)(10) (2008 However, the requirements of historic preservation regulations have stifled energyefficient rehabilitation or modifications.
The federal role comprises the first tier in the multitiered legal basis for historic preservation. 35 As the nation recognized the social and economic values associated with preserving the built environment, the nonprofit and private organizations that led this movement in the 1960s and 1970s advocated for increased support from the federal government. the purposes" of this Act; 47 and 4) preservation standards for federallyowned properties, including technical advice. 48 The second tier of historic preservation legislation occurs at the state level, 49 where the state provides the link between the federal structure and funding and the local legal ordinance. In the United States, the power of the local historic preservation ordinance, granted by the state to the local governments, "is one of the most powerful government restrictions that courts have upheld on private property rights."
57
The result of the state-enabling statutes is that the second and third tiers of historic preservation law work together to frequently prevent private property owners from "demolish[ing], modify[ing], or otherwise alter[ing] the exterior of its building without the express approval of the local board or commission." 58 Therefore, the policy of historic preservation, which originated in private organizations and as a hobby of architects and historians, has transformed over the past forty years into a powerful governmental restriction on private property rights. The local level is the third and most active tier of historic preservation legislation.
60 By the mid-1970s over 500 municipalities, which included many of the nation's largest cities, had enacted landmark preservation laws. 61 While the federal level provides the overall framework of preservation, it has no regulatory authority. 62 Instead, regulatory power to enact preservation laws is preserved for the local municipality to protect and preserve properties through legal ordinances. 63 The local police power, derived from state enabling statutes to enact regulations that protect historic preservation interests and aesthetic values, has been recognized as a valid exercise of police power. 64 Pursuant to this police power, the local community will decide the extent to which the legislature enacts legislation. 65 Among the powers delegated to the local municipality are the powers to survey, identify, designate, and review historically significant structures and districts. 66 Finally, a crucial legal tool in local historic preservation is the creation and designation of a local historic district. 67 In order to designate a historic district, the municipality must first establish a historic district planning commission, 68 and the commission must "prepare a report containing an analysis of the significance of the proposed area or landmark." 69 A municipality should consider the promotion of public welfare, involvement of local institutions in the designation process, and opposition from private citizens. 70 The local ordinance operates as a powerful restriction on private property rights since private property owners within the boundaries of the district lose their right to alter exterior features, tear down, or relocate a structure without permission from the historic district planning commission. While Penn Central is specifically classified as a takings case, its holding-that New York City may place restrictions on the development of historic landmarks as part of a comprehensive historic preservation program-legitimized the central goals of historic preservation and "put to rest concerns over the legitimacy of governmental property restrictions." 73 Decided during the height of the historic preservation movement, the Penn Central decision is not only recognized as the most important legal precedent in historic preservation legislation, 74 but it also validated the power of the local ordinance as a legal preservation tool. 75 The Penn Central Transportation Company, owner of Grand Central Terminal, applied to New York City's Landmark Preservation Commission with a plan to construct a fifty-five-story office building in the airspace above the roof of the terminal. 76 The commission responded that "to balance a 55-story office tower above a flamboyant Beaux-Arts façade seems nothing more than an aesthetic joke." 77 In support of the City of New York, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the historic preservation law's limitation on property alterations and legalized the limitation on property owners' rights with respect to historic landmarks. 78 Ultimately, "preservation programs were catalyzed by the Court's decision that a historic preservation law . . . was valid to achieve historic preservation." 79 As this article suggests, the growing need to incorporate energy efficient alternatives may present a public policy which is equally as valid 72. Historic preservation case law is limited, and usually involves the constitutionality of the zoning ordinance or police power application. Since the NHPA provides states the authority to enable local communities to enact regulations, appeals to zoning restrictions and limitations progress through a series of local and state-level zoning appeal boards or commissions. Rarely will the appeals result in reported case law. However, for cases concerning historic preservation, see for example, Metro. 
A. The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation: Hindering Sustainable Rehabilitation
While the Standards for Rehabilitation were originally codified to guide the review of work proposals on registered properties within the Historic Preservation Fund grant-in-aid program, they have served as a widely referenced guide throughout the multitiered system of historic preservation law. 84 In particular, local officials have utilized the standards as a guideline for local proposals. 85 Additionally, while the definition of rehabilitation set forth by the Secretary is not at odds with practices of sustainability, the intent of the Standards is. The intent "to assist in long-term preservation of a property's significance through the preservation of historic materials and features" 86 creates a policy preference for "historic materials," regardless of their sustainable properties, over sustainable materials, which would equally serve the end goal of "efficient contemporary use while preserving those portions and features of the property which are significant." 87 The policy preference for historic materials is consistent with the policies of the historic preservation movement. However, the growing need to preserve resources for future generations, encourage energy-efficient alternatives, utilize existing buildings in the interest of conservation and wasteavoidance, and optimally preserve the education and cultural values of a structure, suggests that sustainability and rehabilitation can, and should, coalesce.
Before addressing the ease and utility with which sustainability and rehabilitation can coalesce, it is important to discuss the current standards that federal, state, and local governments are utilizing to review project proposals. As a preliminary matter, restrictions on projects and materials are necessary to serve the essential goal of historic preservation: preservation of the past.
However, preservation of the past and sustainability need not be mutually exclusive ends. The effect of the current standards is to create a policy preference for historic accuracy, even where sustainable building practices would not aesthetically jeopardize the goals of historic preservation.
Zoning restrictions on landmarks and other historic properties are essential to achieving the goals of preservation. Restrictions on materials, modification, and paint-color are justified by "historical accuracy," and the Therefore, in order to preserve components of the "daily life" of the past, local commissions and preservationists must review project proposals by considering all aspects of the total cultural environment.
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In addition to the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation, the local commissions and preservationists will consider the aesthetic ambitions of the architect and original owners, the aging condition that the architect anticipated when the building was constructed, 90 and preservation of a historical property in the proper physical context.
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The Secretary of the Interior's Standards require that federal, state, and local governments apply the Standards "to specific rehabilitation projects in a reasonable manner, taking into consideration economic and technical feasibility."
92 Specifically, the Standards are used to qualify properties for "certified rehabilitation," which permits the property's listing on the National Register of Historic Places, 93 and to determine eligibility for the preservation tax incentives. 94 The Standards require "minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building," 95 and the preservation of historic character through "distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques."
96
Energy efficiency is not a part of historic preservation; instead, efficiency efforts are "assessed for its potential negative impact on [ Yet, the concept of preservation generally is a substantial unifier between the twin movements of sustainable building and historic preservation. 100 As the green movement gains momentum amidst a growing national need to conserve energy and preserve resources for future generations, historic preservationists and environmentalists must unite in the common goal of preservation. Yet preservation success requires a public policy of compromise: the guidelines by which local commissions and preservationists approve projects must incorporate incentives and suggestions for sustainable designs. In the "mutlitiered" system that regulates and provides incentives for historic preservation, opportunities to promote sustainable building practices exist at the federal level, and at the local level where "authority is given to review and approve or disapprove changes to historic structures."
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B. Sustainable Building Practices: Resource Preservation for Future Generations
The goals of sustainable building mirror many of the goals of historic preservation. Both movements emerged contemporaneously and echoed concerns for preservation and resource protection. 99. NAT'L PARKS SERV., U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, supra note 94. 100. Hawes, supra note 3. 101. Id. 102. TYLER, supra note 2, at 55. 103. See Hawes, supra note 3 (describing the twin movements of historic preservation and environmental conservation, which may be reconciling their differences after forty years of independent maturation). preservation sought to preserve a physical and aesthetic link to the past, 104 greening and sustainable building sought to preserve the future.
The classic definition of sustainability, derived from the Brundtland Commission, is "development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs," 105 or a practice where the utilization of resources is in symbiosis with future human demand and need. 106 The primary goal of the sustainability movement is to ensure both adequate resources and environmental quality for future generations.
107
Sustainability will ensure adequate natural resources by reducing both the consumption and waste of resources, which protects the biodiversity of natural systems. 108 Consequently, sustainability is viewed as a positivist doctrine, where the conditioned use of natural resources is based on a concern for future human consumption.
109
Sustainable development can take multiple forms including sustainable construction, green building, sustainable architecture, and resource-efficient construction.
110 Additionally, the practice of recycling is vital to efficient material use. The act of reusing materials simultaneously preserves resources for future applications and satisfies the goals of sustainable building.
Historic preservation is, in itself, an act of reuse and sustainability. Notably, green building practices for new construction are increasingly common.
111
The focus of sustainable construction and design has been primarily energy efficiency, indoor environmental quality, and reduction of building debris, waste, and water consumption. 112 Yet, building debris constitutes an estimated forty percent, or one hundred thirty-six million tons, of the building related construction and demolition refuse in U.S. 104 . See TYLER, supra note 2, at 12 (discussing preservationists' deep commitment to preserving the past).
105 Because of the waste from building debris and the energy required for new construction, restoration or rehabilitation of an old building is a more efficient use of resources-and consequently, better for the environment-than new construction.
114
Incorporating resourceefficient construction into historic preservation rehabilitation projects combats the resource consumption that plagues the construction industry while creating efficient buildings for future generations.
Energy efficiency, in particular "thermal performance," is a challenge for older structures. Inefficient windows, insulation, heating and cooling equipment, and air leaks cause significant energy consumption and subsequently high energy bills. 115 Although preservationists and architects are beginning to incorporate strategies to "achieve the greatest energy savings with the least alteration to the historic buildings," 116 restrictions on a number of the most efficient and cost-effective energy-saving techniques are deterring across-the-board application of sustainable efforts to historic preservation.
Preservationists admit that the issue of window efficiency and replacement is among the most difficult issues of historic rehabilitation. Windows are the primary form of heat loss and energy waste in a structure. 117 Not only is glass an ineffective thermal barrier and insulator, but inefficient windows leak air resulting in energy loss and higher utility bills.
118 While preservationists provide advice for combating the energy loss and high utility cost of drafty old windows, they hold historic accuracy, materials, and aesthetics paramount to concerns of energy consumption, waste, and sustainability.
For example, a 1929 apartment building, which remained in continuing residential use, featured failing historic casement windows. frequently replace existing historic windows during rehabilitation projects "for reasons of energy efficiency, ease of operation and maintenance."
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The owner of the 1929 apartment building intended to replace the deteriorating windows, simultaneously satisfying the project requirement and the Standards for Rehabilitation. 121 However, by replacing the historic windows with one-over-one double-hung windows, the local commission found the building no longer satisfied the Standards for Rehabilitation. 122 
C. Criticism of the Current Standards for Rehabilitation
The 1929 apartment building example demonstrates the pitfalls of incorporating sustainable building practices into the current Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation. Local commissions reviewing the project can deny its qualification as certified rehabilitation for a certified historic structure, 123 denying the project preservation tax credits, or worse, denying the project altogether. Instead, recognizing the need to preserve resources and energy, local commissions and the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation should consider efforts of sustainability when evaluating historic preservation rehabilitation projects. Additionally, encouraging adaptive reuse of structures, which preserves the historical aesthetics, is an economic and sustainable alternative to a strict Standards application.
While historic preservation generally has been regarded as an acceptable property restriction, some have criticized the movement as having "more to do with aesthetic snobbery than with preservation." 124 Additionally, many critics have raised a question which touches the main policy goals of preservation: should the building look old or new? 125 However, where sustainable building practices can be reconciled with the aesthetic ambitions (even where historic materials are replaced by sustainable substitutes) and intent of the original architects, the policy of reuse and preservation should be the ultimate goal.
Incorporating sustainable construction techniques into rehabilitation will result in an economical and environmental policy of adaptive reuse. The practice of adapting older or existing structures to accommodate new purposes "is as old as civilization itself."
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The practices of preindustrialized societies encouraged "use[] and reuse[]" until the structure or object lost its utility. 127 In fact, adaptive reuse was a principle form of energy conservation until the mid-nineteenth century.
128 By transforming existing structures into shops, restaurants, or offices, adaptive reuse provides an economic means of conserving energy and space while preserving the historic built environment.
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Traditional building rehabilitation 130 is both an economic and resourceefficient policy. Financially, it costs less to rehabilitate an aging building than to construct a new one.
131 Along with cost reduction, rehabilitation projects continue to provide the benefits of business and job stimulation, and downtown revitalization. 132 In terms of resource efficiency, traditional building rehabilitation consumes less energy than new construction, according to studies by the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) performed during the height of the preservation movement.
133
In addition to avoiding the landfill debris of building materials, rehabilitation results "in a net energy investment 'savings' over 126 the expected life of the structures."
134 Thus, resources are preserved since the energy required to prepare the building materials was consumed at the time of original construction.
135
By incorporating the practices of sustainable building, sustainable rehabilitation will increase the resource efficiency of adaptive reuse, while preserving resources for future generations.
Practices of sustainable rehabilitation not only will increase the resource efficiency of existing buildings, but the cost savings of sustainable rehabilitation will address future energy and efficiency costs. This includes preserving energy and other resources, as well as reducing utility bills, by incorporating high-performance windows into rehabilitation projects. 136 Finally, the educational and aesthetic values of historic preservation can be preserved by sustainable rehabilitation. Aesthetics is the premiere significance of historic preservation. It is through aesthetics that "one experiences buildings with all one's senses."
137 Preserving aesthetics will satisfy the goals of education, recognition of the original architectural qualities, and understanding of the original community who participated in the creation of the structure's built environment.
Use of sustainable construction materials, as opposed to requiring historic materials, is important to maximizing the sustainability of the historic structure. While replacing historic windows may alter the visual experience of the structure, this practice may in some circumstances serve economic and environmental goals, which will aid in long-term efficient preservation of a historic structure. Minimal alterations, in the name of sustainability, serve the environmental and resource-conservation-policy goals aimed at ensuring future generations' access to resources and the benefits of the historic structures.
Some local communities have recognized the benefits of sustainable rehabilitation. For example, a regional government in Portland, Oregon remodeled a seventy-one year-old building using 100% recycled paint and recycled rubber floor tiles, in addition to salvaging carpet, hardwood flooring, doors, and fixtures. 138 
D. Solar Panels and Historic Structures
Solar panels present an area of zoning contention for historic structures. Their application is seen to violate a mantra of preservationists: preservation of the original architect's intent for the structure. However, in view of the increasing energy shortage, the need to conserve energy for future generations, and the cost-effective benefits, solar panel use has become an efficient way to achieve the goals of sustainability. Since Hurricane Katrina destroyed a significant portion of the Ward's circa-1880s building stock, the community is faced with the prospect of rebuilding both residential structures and non-residential historic landmarks-the Holy Cross High School, Jackson Barracks, St. Maurice Church, and "two unique Steamboat Houses." Id. at 25, 30, 39. The plan proposes a combination of restoration, rehabilitation, preservation, and reconstruction. Id. at 1. Additionally, the plan proposes energy efficiency and renewable energy by "explor[ing] the use of innovative energy technologies, including geothermal heating and cooling systems (GeoExchange), Passive Solar Engines, river and wind turbines and passive and active solar energy." Id. at 28. The environmentally-efficient proposals benefit from the unique situation of the 9th Ward: the need to reconstruct following a devastatingly destructive national disaster. Id. Since many of the project's proposals will require rebuilding, it will be easier to incorporate energy-efficient alternatives into the structures than if the 9th Ward had proposed to modify an unharmed, built environment.
140. Solar panels generate energy from light by using solar cells to appropriate photons, particles with an indefinitely long lifetime, whose energy is absorbed by the cells, which creates electricity. serve as a demonstration of a community's commitment to "environmental and social sustainability." 142 An example of a historic project which incorporated solar power is the Washington State Capital building. 143 Completed on January 5, 2005, the legislative building represents "the viability of renewable energy and [Washington State's] commitment to environmental stewardship." 144 Combining a concern for aesthetics with the need to incorporate energy and resource-saving practices, the project team is praised for locating the panels on the roof of the building's fifth floor, maintaining the historic beauty of the exterior. 145 The Washington Capital building is illustrative of the goals of incorporating sustainable building practices into historic preservation efforts. While Washington State has embraced solar power, many states and local communities have not incorporated this technology into their environmental planning. The Northwest in particular is recognized "for being early adopters of . . . energy innovations, such as advanced wind turbines and efficient solar panels." local communities will retain the right to pass zoning ordinances and other property restrictions for historic preservation, the widespread use of the Standards as guidelines to the local commissions, and the required satisfaction of the Standards' criteria for preservation tax incentives, will motivate local communities to incorporate sustainable rehabilitation into their local ordinances. Thus, the proposed Standards, which incorporate incentives and refrain from discouraging sustainable rehabilitation as an umbrella policy goal, will filter through the multitiered system of historic preservation legislation to the state and local levels encouraging sustainable rehabilitation.
CONCLUSION
There exists a global and national concern for the stock of our natural resources. 148 The concern for resource stock leads some to prophesize that the competition for control of natural resources will be the leading impetus for conflict in the twenty-first century.
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With the imperative need to incorporate green and sustainable design into both new construction and the existing built environment, preservationists, architects, and the multitier players of historic preservation must make every reasonable effort to reduce buildings' energy and resource requirements. By reducing building debris and encouraging adaptive reuse, sustainable rehabilitation will ensure both resource and historic preservation for future generations through enhanced thermal efficiency, incorporating recycled or renewable building materials, and, expectantly, solar power. 149. For a discussion on the link between global conflict, natural resources, and poverty, famine, and disaster, see id.
